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Part One: Research within the United States of America. 
Reading fees range from free; $0.99 cent per minute; $0.99 cent for 10 minutes;$1.99 
for 10 minutes; $125 for Tarot Card Reading; and a few above that. 
A Harris poll released in December 2013, shows that Americans are losing their belief in 
miracles and gaining their belief in scientific explanations. Americans are increasing 
believing in the science of evolution, while beliefs in religious tea chings are 
falling. Belief in miracles, heaven and others have dropped since the last poll. Here are 
some of the poll results: 
● 72% believe in miracles, down from 79 percent in 2005; 
● 68% believe in Heaven, down from 75%; 
● 68% believe that Jesus is God or the Son of God, down from 72%; 
● 65% believe in the resurrection of Jesus Christ, down from 70%; 
● 64% believe in the survival of the soul after death, down from 69%; 
● 58% believe in the devil and hell, down from 62%; 
● 57% believe in the Virgin birth, down from 60%. 
CNS News suggests that the poll shows: 
● Absolute certainty that there is a God is down vs. 10 years ago (54% vs.66% in 2003). 
● Outside of specific religious samples, the groups most likely to be 
absolutely certain there is a God include blacks (70%), Republicans (65%), older 
Americans (62%), Baby Boomers (60%), Southerners (61%) and Midwesterners (58%), 
and those with a high school education or less (60%). 
● There continues to be no consensus as to whether God is a man or a woman. Nearly 
4 in 10 Americans (39%) think God is male, while only 1% of U.S. adults believe God is 
female. However, notable minorities believe God is neither male nor female (31%) or 
both male and female (10%). 
● 19 percent of Americans describe themselves as “very” religious, with an additional 
four in ten (40%) describing themselves as “somewhat” religious (down from 49% in 
2007). Nearly one-fourth of Americans (23%) identify themselves as “not at all” religious 
– a figure that has nearly doubled since 2007, when it was at 12%. 
As to Americans belief in ghosts, reincarnation, and UFOs since 2005, in was reported 
in late 2013 that: 
● Reincarnation: 25%, up 3% 
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● Ghosts 42%, up 1% 
● UFOs 36%, up 1% 
As to Americans belief in witches, astrology, and Angels: 
● Witches: down 5% to 25%; 
● Astrology remains unchanged at 29%; and 
● Angels down 6%, but still high at 68%. (Because of the Christian 
acceptance of Angels as ephemeral beings, in my opinion.) 
More specifically, a 2013-poll reported in the Telegraph showed similar results: Overall 
almost eight out of 10 people polled agreed with the statement that “there are things in 
life that we simply cannot explain through science or any other means;” 
Six out of 10 non-religious people also agreed with that statement; 
A majority of people (59 per cent) said they believed in the existence of some kind of 
“spiritual being” while three in 10 defined God as a “universal life force;” 
Only a quarter said they actively believed in Angels, a smaller proportion than said they 
had faith in the existence of “spirits;” 
One in 20 had had their “aura” read or attempted healing with crystals; and The 
research also showed that almost a quarter (<25%) of those polled had turned to Tarot 
card readings. 
 
Part Two: Tarot Reading Services Available on the Internet. 
The following insert is a cut-and-paste of a succinct summary on Free Tarot readings. 
Apparently, they are computer generated; like playing Solitaire on a PC (something I 
have observed but never done). I apologize for the cut-and-paste but I could not say it 
better. (I will bracket in the shared content.) 
>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> 
Beginning of copy and paste. 
You won't have any trouble finding free Internet tarot card readings. However, the trick 
is finding readings that are not only free and accurate, but will also not result in 
undesirable consequences such as unsolicited emails, adware and spyware.  
Find Free Tarot Card Readings 
Plenty of websites offer entertaining tarot card readings online at no charge. Here is a 
brief listing of some websites you may want to try 
Tarot.com 
Tarot.com is perhaps the most all-inclusive site for your free online tarot card reading. 
However, it's worth noting that in order to utilize the site's services, you'll need to 
register and set up an account. 
Once that's done, you'll have access to: 
● Information about how to read tarot cards 
● Where to buy a tarot deck 



● A variety of reading options 
● Tarot Card of the Day and its meaning 
● A chance to have a reading with the tarot deck of the 
day” 
End of copy and paste. 
>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> 
So, I entered the Tarot.com website and was immediately offered a 75% discount on 
something that started out to be “Free.” Prior to Session 1 of this Make Tarot Your 
Business course, I had never examined the multitude of Free Psychic readings 
available on the Internet before, whether energy channeling, Tarot, Astrology, Runes, 
and others like shape-shifting consultations. I was humbled, in that as smart as I 
sometimes think I am, I am always reminded that I can be quite naive at times. That is, 
it never occurred to me before that the free psychic 
readings advertised online and cable TV are computer-generated readings. 
Prior to embarking on research for this Session 1, my only introduction to free or 
per-minute-fee-based Psychic readings was hearing late night TV commercials in the 
background with seductive voices suggesting the viewer phone them up for a reading. I 
am glad I never did that. I would have reached a computer! 
 
Part Three: Summary of my Research. 
Aside being turned off by finding that free Tarot readings are primarily a lead-in to the 
purchase of paid services (which there is nothing wrong with) I also found very 
impressive websites with seemingly competent Tarot readers, Tarot authors, and Tarot 
speakers, who have notoriety and request a respectable fee. Some I was aware of, but 
the more I looked the more I found. 
One thing I was glad to have found from a “gift that just keeps on giving” was a 
page/blog on developing a Tarot Business published by Benebell Wen, author of 
Holistic Tarot. 
Benebell not only offers comprehensive business advice, but she also provides 
business forms for use in a Tarot business in both .docx and .pdf versions, for free 
download (e.g., Privacy Policy, Sample Fee Page). And, they are not bad. I may use 
them for reference. (In my profession I have drafted privacy policy pages, click-wrap 
agreements, sale and purchase agreements, warranty pages, etc., for non-esoteric 
websites that are currently used in commerce, but certainly welcome work-product from 
an experienced Tarot reader who is also a lawyer.) Further, this “find” on Holistic Tarot 
reminds me that I have traditional work-product on 
hand that I can spin into use on my Tarot Business page. 
When comparing the UK to the USA, the polls suggest that the percentage of people 
who believe in Angels in the UK is the same percentage as those who have turned to 



the Tarot cards. But in the USA, the correlation is non-existent, i.e., 68% of Americans 
believe in Angels, while less than 25% have turned to Tarot. This suggests an overlap 
between belief in Angels and Tarot in the UK, that is not present in the USA. My limited 
independent empirical research confirms this to be an accurate comparison (allowing for 
margins of error). 
Conclusion : 
There is an open floodgate of Tarot and Astrology readings available and presently 
advertised aggressively through online banner ads, click-through ads, Cable TV, and 
even an emerging Tarot conventions, e.g., “TarotCon” and the like. Yet, Tarot reading 
appears to be about two-thirds less prominent in the USA than it is in the UK. Based on 
the foregoing, 25% of Americans have turned to Tarot cards at one time or another. I 
think this figure is high. The poll probably includes the curious and the game players, 
those not really looking for spiritual guidance, and those who do not believe their Tarot 
reading connected with Angels and Archetypes. 
The poll results likely includes people who tried a free reading, were in attendance at a 
party where a reading occurred, and those who have a vague interest in everything on 
the Internet, and an in-depth interest in nothing in particular. Thus the actual market 
share of true interest is probably less than 25%. That said, the poll is 3½ years old. In 
the era of Internet activity and exchange of ideas, 3½ years is a long time. Moreover, 
even one-half of 25% of 340,000,000 people represents a huge market space, with 
every implication that there remains plenty of room for growth in the USA, particularly 
amidst the New Age surge of public acceptance of things that are “different.” 
I am troubled by the implication that Americans are believing less in religion and folklore 
and more in favor of scientific explanations for phenomenon. Hopefully, that is a 
temporary trend, as so much of the Universe cannot be explained; not even with 
quantum physics. 
Recalling that 8 out of 10 Americans polled agreed with the statement that “there are 
things in life that we simply cannot explain through science or any other means,” for 
which 59% of them attributed these unexplained phenomenon to some form of “spiritual 
being” and one-third attributed it to a “universal life force.” 
In my opinion, that Universal Life force is the great Angel tha sets over the operation of 
the Secret Wisdom of the Tarot. I think there is a returning trend to see life forces this 
way, without the need to deny the existence of God, or gods and goddesses. 
Most every large town has visible fortune tellers with store fronts, whether they be Tarot 
readers, palm readers, or spiritual consultants. In Florida, hypnotists are recognized by 
law, certified and licensed as a regulated profession. “Fortune tellers” and Tarot reader 
certifications are not recognized by law and are not licensed professions, but are a 
recognized class for business licensing. Thus, the market potential for Tarot business in 
my country is substantial in size and significantly accepted. 
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Part One, Two and Three Combined:  
 
First Website Explored 
Picking a website to evaluate was difficult, because everything I would find at first had 
very little imagery or branding. They were mere statements about the reader or the chat 
process and about Free Readings. After repeatedly getting similar results I decided I 
was not searching deep enough to find websites with substance on their landing page. I 
am not saying the readers were not good; I do not know, but the first round of Tarot 
reading websites I found did not speak to me at all.  
 
I found some live rooms with the bulk of the screen being the Reader’s front-face view, 
where you can see her eyes go up and down while reading her monitor and speaking 
the answers to the questions poised. That was interesting, but seemed more like 
Google Hangouts than a spiritual encounter. None of the foregoing appealed to me.The 
first website I found that caught my eye was “Tarot Reading, Tarot of the Oracle.” I liked 
the name so I clicked it. http://www.Tarot-live.com/Tarot_start.php. I liked what I saw. 
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There is lots of color; deep blues and purple, the color of royalty and intrigue. There 
were eyes and eyelashes, with Sphinx-like hair. There was a symbol on the upper left, 
also, Sphinx-like. On the left-hand column is a list of things. I say “things” because even 
without reading them I can readily see that there was a variety of information or 
categories of information drawing me closer. There is a banner on top advertising “Live 
Dream Analysis” by Oranum. (I believe Oranum was among the earlier websites I 
encountered that I found of no interest.) I understand banner advertising and we all 
accept it. Especially when, as is here, it is related to psychic phenomenon. (As opposed 
to looking at a website for automobile tires and seeing unrelated advertisements for 
ocean cruises.) 
 
There are at least 4 different businesses or revenue models displayed on the home 
page or landing page. I wanted to dig in deeper. I do not see the readers and I have not 
developed any trust, but I do look the look and feel.  
 
Next I began to read the home page content and clicked on the categories or topics in 
the left-hand column, e.g., “Hidden Truth Tarot,” “Tarot Qabala,” “Astrology Chart,” 
“Past, Present, Future Reading,” etc. The focus of the landing page is about Free Tarot 
readings. It even explains that the Tarot cards are program-shuffled, but picked by the 
sitter. It states, “This program is very real and interactive. It just shuffles the cards for 
you, but you are the one who selects them.” The landing page prompts me for my Email 



Address, my Gender, and that I select a particular Tarot card deck. So far, so good, but 
below the entry spaces it read,”The use of this implies you have read, understood, and 
agree with the Legal Disclaimer and Privacy Police.” I am turned off by the immediate 
clickwrap agreement and by the mis-spelling of “Policy.” Surely, they are not referring to 
the Privacy Police, but a typo in such a prominent place and such an important subject 
calls the professionalism of the site owner into question. 
 
I clicked the various category-specific options and find they either present a layer of 
interactive information prior to viewing the “Privacy Police” or, with some selections, the 
privacy policy would appear on the very next screen. However, when I clicked the 
Numerology option, it asked for Full Name, Maternal Name, Paternal Name, Gender, 
and Date of Birth to the exact day, month and year. I understand the significance of the 
birth date, but that is a lot of information to give before getting past the landing page. My 
lack of trust grew, especially in these days of “phishing” expeditions. So, I read the 
Disclaimer and Privacy Police. The Disclaimer was generic and harmless, except it did 
disclose that they use cookies to track your consumer habits. The Privacy Policy 
(spelled correctly on the inside) deferred to Google’s Privacy Policy, which is longer 
than the average real estate mortgage. I liked the imagery, but this website was going 
nowhere for me. So, I moved onto conduct a new empirical search.  
 
 
Second Website Explored 
Since lack of trust prevented me from exploring the first website that caught my eye, I 
changed my search term to “Tarot Readings You Can Trust.” I readily found “Trusted 
Tarot” located at https://www.trustedTarot.com/. The immediate focus visible on my 
screen (being only the top portion of a long home page) was on “Free” not on trust. The 
word “Free” jumped out 6 times. 
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On the lower half of the home page, the screen’s focus now turned to trust, honesty, 
and credibility. Credibility in that “Trusted Tarot is rated 4.9 out of 5 stars” based on 
39,846 reviews! Sounds good. Also, it jumped out at me that they (claim to) use Real 
Tarot cards, shuffled by hand. I like that, too. The process was explained, in part, as 
follows: “Trusted Tarot is the first website that doesn't use computers to randomly 
generate the cards you select from. Every day, I shuffle a Tarot deck by hand and put 
their order on the website. When you and everyone else does reading, the cards you 
select from are in the exact same order as they were in front of me.’ 
 
The imagery was basic, but very Tarot. There were images from the RWS deck, later 
derivatives of RWS, some cards more ancient than RWS, and Lemorand images, too. 
There were two options to choose from: “Free Tarot Reading” or “Get a Live Tarot 
Reading.” I opted for a free reading. What I got was a message on how important it is to 
ground yourself along with a 2.29 minute meditative/instructional audio track. Very cool! 
 
While listening to the mediation and grounding and centering, positive reviews of 
Trusted Tarot slowly appeared in rotation on my screen. Next I am asked to choose my 
“Star sign” or skip it and continue anonymously. The 12 symbols offered were 
picturesque; not bright or gaudy, but rather dull and mundane in a pleasant way. I chose 
Cancer. 



 
Next, Trusted Tarot wanted my name and date of birth. So, I read the disclaimers and 
privacy policy. The disclaimers are reasonable, e.g., for entertainment purposes, only; 
seek a professional if in crisis, etc. The Terms are well-written from a legal perspective 
but - in my opinion - way over the top for just a free reading. There were terms and 
provisions complex enough to be a dealbreaker on even a sophisticated commercial 
transaction. At least they required mediation prior to litigation, but the mediation must 
take place in Vancouver, British Columbia. That is more than 3,000 miles away! 
 
I could not get past the landing page. The content encouraged me to provide my my 
birthdate to help the reader, “Margaret Wells, Grand Master Tarot Reader and 
Astrologist,” give a more exact reading. I do not want to insert my true profile, but I do 
not want to enter a falsity, either. I am at the end of this road. Again, without a free 
reading. So, I left the free reading path and went to the other option; I selecting “Chat.”  
 
Chat brings me to a page with many faces, each with a different per-minute pricing 
structure, ranging from $4.86 per minute to $29.99 per minute. There is a message 
about getting a 3-minute reading. This was not clear, but I suspect it was referring to a 
3-minute minimum. The images of the readers and their backdrops are all very 
pleasant. There is diversity in gender and ethnicity. It feels good. Some are “Online” 
now and some were “Offline” at that time. Some of the readers’ text advised beginning 
the process with an explanatory email and others suggest beginning with an online 
Chat. I noticed that at every step of navigation there were various prompts encouraging 
me to go to Kasamba for a Free Psychic Reading. Later I could see that the paid Tarot 
readings are “powered by kasama.” 
 
If I was not conducting research and did not know qualified readers, I just might have 
gone the next step and purchased a reading. The Trusted Tarot Chat was pulling me in. 
Their website is well structured and easy to navigate. On the downside, it was so good 
and technically intuitive that I also felt a sense of falling for professional salesmanship. I 
guess I prefer a “mom and pop” or boutique website environment. However, without a 
printed magazine advertisement, digital banner advertisement, or  word-of-mouth, these 
but unique small business websites are difficult to find using basic online search terms. 
 
This Session 2 assignment includes the following statement: “If you have a website 
already, you may wish to include it in the evaluation or not, the choice is yours.” Since I 
have a website I will include it here, although it is in its early stage of progression. It is a 
work in progress. That said, it is a “published” website, available to anyone with the 
URL. I created https://Myzticism.com as a series of placeholders, knowing  that website 
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construction is cumulative and ongoing. It is not advertised, except in my email 
signature. At one time I had fees listed on my website, but I have since removed them 
all.  
 

 
 
This exercise makes it clear to me that I really do not have an image of my brand. I 
have a spiritual name, “Billy Woods,” and a business name, “Myzticism Tarot” but not a 
brand image or logo.  My operative brand is the association of my experience as a 
litigation attorney and a Tarot reader. I do not consult Tarot cards in my litigation 
practice although there is an ancient history of combining these two practices or arts. (I 
have consulted Tarot in mediation practice, but that is not public knowledge.) I have no 
plans to incorporate Tarot card reading into my practice of law. On the contrary, I plan to 
bring my skills as a counselor at law to the esoteric art of Tarot reading. I believe this 
combination of skills will be helpful to my querents, especially those needing business 
advice, legal advice, or practical advice. I have not yet shaped my business message 
and certainly have not created the image that combines law and Tarot.  
 
That is the summary of my research. My attention has now been brought to what is 
lacking in my image. (Thank you!) Having identified the absence of an image and a 
coherent brand, I now feel the need to fill those gaps. Also, I need to find peace with 
charging for Tarot readings. I want to charge, because I know it feels good to earn your 
fee. I also know that nobody, no one, not anyone, follows free advice. So, it is better that 



the querent have some stake in the reading, i.e., my fee. But on the other hand, 
authorities like Dion Fortune advocate against charging for esoteric work. In Sane 
Occultism, she writes:  
 

Occult knowledge may never be sold for money, and no initiate who            
is under the Great White Lodge will ever charge a fee for any form of               
occult work. This is such a well-known esoteric fact that it is a little              
difficult to sympathise with those who choose to part with          
half-guineas for information concerning their progress on the Path, it          
being so obvious that the man who will ask and accept the            
half-guinea cannot be on the Path himself. 

 
Fortune, Dion, Sane Occultism, p. 129, The Aquarian Press (London 1929).  
 
Ms. Fortune’s quote is fully understood, but I also understand that there is a “dollar and                
sense” reality of being compensated for goods or services rendered. We do not barter so               
much, anymore.  
 
I have discussed this concern with friends and have considered the idea of becoming a               
nonprofit card reader that donates my reading fees to a charitable organization. We have              
a wildlife refuge in our community that is totally legitimate and worthy of contribution. I               
may go that route. I guess we will consider that further when this course addresses               
reading fees.  
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Task 1: Evaluate Logos Displayed on Three Websites  
First Website: My search term was “Tarot near me.” From the search results I did not want to 
pick out someone I personally know, so I picked a Reader whose business presence in my 
geographical community I am aware, but do not know the people behind this psychic business, 
http://www.capitolcitypsychic.com/ 
 
“The Gifted Psychic of Tallahassee” presents a Homepage that claims to offer every commonly 
known psychic phenomena. You cannot deny the implicit power of their message that 
they/he/she have “27 years in business, since 1987.” Their esoteric offerings include palm 
reading, Tarot reading, Kabbalah Healing, Chakra Balancing, Aura Balancing, Past Life 
Regression and more. For me, this is too much. I prefer a Reader that advertises 1, 2, or 3 
esoteric arts; not every popular known art.  Likewise, their logo is too much for my taste and 
kind of creepy. Here is the top half a Print Screen snapshot:
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Their logo includes a wheel with the Zodiac symbols, a human palm showing the major lines a 
palmist would read, a mortar and pestle, the Holy Bible, a red wax figurine of a couple, a coin, a 
Tarot card spread, and more. The Tarot spread is not like a reading spread, but more like a 
poker spread. (I disfavor that manner of presentation of Tarot cards, as if it is a game.) The 
Tarot is small in size, compared to the other images. The colors include bright red, a prominent 
green, some blue on the Tarot cards, and a goldish brown hue elsewhere. The red on the 
mortar and pestle looks like blood. That is a real turnoff.  
 
From my perspective their logo is a hodge-podge trying to reach for a broad appeal, but 
showing no particular interest in any one occult practice. I say it is “creepy” because the coin is 
larger than the hand, the hand looks like a dismembered body part, and splattered blood on the 
mortar appears to be from the severed hand. Individually these are cool images, but together 
they are out of proportion in size with are juxtaposed with each other. 
 
Second Website: 
My search term was “Tarot Cards Free Readings Fortune Teller.” The first search result in 
Google was http://tarot.fortunetellingfun.com/: 

 
  
Pretty in Pink. It is a velvety pink, approaching salmon in color. It is pleasing to the eyes, but 
presents as something targeted to appeal to teenage girls. I like the circles. Circles are very 
comforting. The circles with text present the name of the website, “fortune telling fun.” At first 
glance it seems to be solely about Tarot card readings (and fun) although the bottom half of the 
Home Page, not visible in the snapshot above, introduces cubed (squared) links to Horoscope 
Readings, Rune Readings, Magic Spells, Fairy Name Generator, Fantasy Name Generator, and 
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Elf Name Generator. This is definitely a fun website, but not one where I would expect to find 
intensive one-on- Tarot Readings. I think for what it offers, i.e., fortune telling fun, the logo/brand 
is appropriate. It certainly does not entice me to go beyond the Home Page. I guess I am no fun. 
 
I like their brand. I can see it on business cards, letterhead, banners, and other promotional 
material. I like the soft colors and contrast.  
 
Third Website: 
My search term was “Tarot Readings for Business and Occupation.” When scrolling through the 
search results I found something I have not seen before, “Tarot Wikipedia.” More specifically, 
http://www.tarotwikipedia.com/tarot-and-occupation/. I clicked it but found not identifiable logo, 
other than the Wiki brand. 
 
I went back to the search results  and selected “Professional Tarot and Tax.” The combination 
of Tarot divination and tax work struck me as an interesting and professional undertaking. Upon 
selecting the link I discovered the search result was a page from Benebell Wen’s website. My 
suspicion that this search result was from a professional was immediately confirmed. 
 
I think Benebell is great! I first discovered her when ITF awarded her a Carta Award two years 
ago for her encyclopedic book, Holistic Tarot. This book is in my library. Also, I have visited 
Wen’s web pages before. I would say she is near the top of the contemporary Tarot Totem Pole. 
(Of course, I am somewhat bias, because she is a fellow lawyer.)  
 
Despite my familiarity with Benebell Wen, this unexpected visit to her website was different. This 
time, all I am looking for is her logo. In this case, the logo is an image of her smiling face against 
a neutral background. This is the image of a known Tarot professional. Her reputation precedes 
her. Most people would have limited success portraying their Tarot business this way, unless 
they have already achieved recognized success in the Tarot community, as did she.

 
 
The lesson learned here is that a logo can be a photo of the Tarot Reader or author, himself or 
herself. It is that simple. I would add that the facial or body image of a generic Tarot reader 
other than the business’ host could also be effective. In Benebell’s case, it works well for her. 
She is attractive, friendly in appearance, and has name and face recognition. In my case, those 
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attributes do not apply. That said, my current placeholder of a logo on my Facebook Page, 
https://www.facebook.com/Myzticism/, is an image of my profile. Honestly, that is just a 
placeholder I chose when getting the Page of the ground. By the end of this exercise I will 
seriously consider whether I should keep it. 
 
My favorite logo of the three I identified is the image of Benebell Wen. Her image is her brand. I 
like the Pretty in Pink logo, too. It simple, readily recognizable, pleasant, and appropriately 
suited for I believe to be that business’ targeted client base. However, it is also too simple. A 
circle with text lacks uniqueness. As to the local businesses in my community that has been in 
the “fortune telling” business for 27 years, I think they represent an “old school” model. Their 
image/logo does not reflect Internet savvy. Their longevity is based on street signage, location, 
and other fading brick and mortar attributes. The most professional, is the image of Benebell 
Wen. But as stated, unless you are Benebell Wen, this is not going to work for you.  
 
Task 2: Your Business Name 
 
Choosing your business name: My business name was “Myzticism.” I selected my business 
name a year before beginning this Course. I do not yet promote my Tarot business or its name, 
but do share it with selected friends. “Myzticism” was not my first choice, but a derivative of my 
first choice. I chose it because of a fascination with the great Mystics and popular common 
knowledge of the words Mystic and Myzticism. So common that like domain names, Twitter 
names, Facebook names, trade names and trademarks, were no longer available to me. Upon 
this realization I decided to change the “s” to a “z.” This opened up access to use of unclaimed 
branding of the word mark “Myzticism,” with little compromise to the original pronunciation and 
appearance of its word of origin. Also, it set my brand apart from all of those they use the 
correct spelling (with an “s”). 
 
I later felt Myzticism was too broad. Afterall, my focus is on the wonderful world of Tarot. I 
applied with Facebook for a name change to “Myzticism Tarot” and it was granted. However, I 
had stopped there. Now, having read ITF’s Session 3’s Course material, and being focussed on 
business organization because of this Course, I realized that I should add “Tarot” to my Twitter 
name, thus @MyzticismTarot, instead of just @Myzticism and that I should purchase the 
domain name www.MyzticismTarot.com. So, on August 29, 2017, because of Session 3, I 
literally purchased www.MyzticismTarot.com and change my Twitter name from @myzticism to 
@MyzticismTarot. Thanks ITF! 
 
The following color correlations created for use with candle magic present an easy chart to work 
with. There are other correlations inconsistent with these and there are much more complex 
correlations written about. The four scales of color described by Aleister Crowley are beyond my 
comprehension. For now, I will work with this simple candle magick chart. 
  

1. White Candles-Destruction of negative energy, peace, truth and purity. 
2. Purple Candles- Spiritual awareness, wisdom, tranquility. 
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3. Lavender Candles– Intuition, Paranormal, Peace, Healing. 
4. Blue and Deep Blue Candles– Meditation, Healing, Forgiveness, Inspiration, 

Fidelity, Happiness, and opening lines of Communication. 
5. Green Candles– Money, Fertility, Luck, Abundance, Health, Success. 
6. Rose and Pink Colored Candles– Positive self love, friendship, harmony, joy. 
7. Yellow Candles- Realizing and manifesting thoughts, confidence, bringing plans 

into action, creativity, intelligence, mental clarity, clairvoyance. 
8. Orange Candles– Joy, energy, education, strength attraction, stimulation 
9. Red or Deep Red Candles– Passion, energy, love, lust, relationships, sex, vitality, 

courage. 
10. Black Candles– Protection, absorption and destruction of negative energy and 

repelling negative energy from others. 
11. Silver Candles– Goddess or feminine energy, remove negativity, psychic 

development. 
12. Gold Candles– Male energy, Solar energy, fortune, spiritual attainment. 

 
My color choices for my logo is green, blue, red, yellow/orange, and dark gray. Their spiritual 
meanings are: 
 
>Green (Earth, Pentacles) is money, foundation and fertility; hot topics for a Tarot reading; 
>Blue (Water, Cups) is meditation, healing, emotions and the unconscious; 
>Red (Fire, Wands) is passion, love, lust and energy, the things that drive one to seek a 
Tarotist;  
>Yellow/Orange (Air, Swords) is joy, mind, education and stimulation color; Samhain; 
>Dark Gray is the dark side that contrasts with the brilliant colors to balance the universal 
yin-yang. 
 
Task 3: Design Your Logo 
I had not worked with Fiverr before, but thought this Course’s call to focus on my logo and FB 
Cover was a perfect time for my first use of Fiverr. The Fiverr vendor I selected to draft my logo 
is based in India. They offered me the option of providing a lot or a little detail about the 
considerations I wanted my logo to reflect. I provided a lot of detail, hoping that the end-result 
logo would reflect my input and intent. I opted for a $5 service, under the presumption that if I 
like what they do I can go back and pay extra for a vector file format  or other options.  
 
My initial request to Fiverr was for a linear name mark, with a Pentacle included somewhere. I 
informed them of my color preferences and provided a link to my (incomplete) Tarot website. 
Fiverr drafted a linear name mark. 
 



 
The linear mark did not appeal to me once reduced to a visible image. However, Fiverr also 
created a circular logo on their own volition. I had not asked for a circular logo sample, but the 
one they provided looked very much like the circular logo I discussed in Task 1, used by the 
Tarot fortune telling fun website, http://tarot.fortunetellingfun.com/. After deliberation I decided to 
forego the linear name mark and create a circular logo. Now we had an image on paper to work 
with. I provided Fiverr specific details based on what they had already drawn.  
 
After several more exchanges we eventually we got to where I wanted to be. I am extremely 
happy with what Fiverr did. The price for their services rendered is amazing! I decided I would 
use the circular logo with two different backgrounds: white and black. The white background is 
complete, but I am still waiting for a response as to whether they can create the logo with black 
background. My PC’s image/photo viewer inserts a black background for viewing, but it prints 
white. The white background logo appears below. Below that is a Print Screen snapshot of my 
PC’s image/photo viewer showing what it will look like with a black background.  
 

http://tarot.fortunetellingfun.com/


 
 
 



 
 
 

Task 4: Design a Facebook Cover Using Your Logo and Colors 
 
My Tarot business already has a Facebook Page. I do not promote it, but do include a link to it 
in my email signature. My Tarot business’ original FB Cover (up until this Course 3 lesson) was 
a 3-card spread from the Thoth Tarot deck. I inserted it temporarily as a placeholder, but since I 
do not have permission from U.S. Games, Inc. to use the Thoth Tarot images, I should not 
continue to use that image any longer. I intend to use the circular logo with a black background 
as my Facebook Cover. So, I tried to change the background color using Picmonkey, and 
Adobe Acrobat X. 
 
As you can see on the Print Screen snapshot inserted below, my Facebook Page Cover also 
includes a photo of myself. I plan to keep that photo as part of my branding, for now, but it is not 
part of the Facebook Cover. It is merely the profile image of the Facebook Page owner. I may 
replace that image with the Myzticism Tarot logo with a white background, once the logo with a 
black background is ready for use as the cover 



 
 
(Days later) Having tried and failed to work with the logo color using Picmonkey and Adobe 
Acrobat X; I give up. I realize Part 4 of Course 3 instructs the student: “Using Picmonkey, design 
a Facebook cover using your logo and colours within the cover picture.” I spent much time with 
Picmonkey and concluded that it is not a good use of my time. I had similar experiences with 
Adobe PhotoShop, Adobe Photoshop Elements, Adobe Acrobat X, and similar and other apps, I 
enrolled in 30 day free trials for these apps and am willing to pay the hefty purchase price for 
the software. But in each case, I could not get the hang of it. I literally have been unable to 
self-teaching myself the photo apps in the past; and Picmonkey is no different.  
 
Some things I excel at, while some things I can simply manage, but things art-like remain alien 
to me. (You may recall I mentioned this as a potentially prohibitive concern before I began the 
Certification Course, as I was concerned about not being able to complete the artwork 
associated with making your own Tarot deck.) (I got through that with photos.)  
 
Anyway, I really tried with PicMonkey (and even more so with Adobe Photoshop and Adobe 
Acrobat X (which I purchased)) but cannot learn the background color aspect of these apps. I 
put out a request to have my logo background color modified on Fiverr. If that does not work I 
will ask someone local to assist.  
 
While I wait to see if Fiverr can produce the desired logo, but with a black background, I 
uploaded the Myzticism Tarot logo with a white background as my business Facebook Cover. 
This resolves the non-permissive use of U.S. Games, Inc.’s Thoth Tarot images and adds my 
business name to the FB Cover. However, it does not look very good. A Print Screen snapshot 
of how my FB Cover now looks is inserted below. 



 
 
It is not great now, but with assistance in creating the black background it will be awesome.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 

Make Tarot your Business Session 4: Legalities 
Student: Billy Woods Email: BillyWoods@Myzticism.com 
Response submitted on December 28, 2017 
Part One 
Regarding the legality of Tarot reading as a practice within the area and country I live in, viz.,                  
Tallahassee, Leon County, Florida, USA, in my city and county, a business license is called a                
“business tax.” Until recently, each business was required to annually obtain a city license and               
a county license. The city license requirement was revoked in 2017, starting in Fiscal Year               
2018. Several years ago, our county, "Leon County," eliminated its business tax. Prior to 2017,               
a Tarot card reader would be classified under “fortune teller” and would have had to obtain a                 
Fortune Teller Business License and pay an annual business tax. But in early 2017, City               
Ordinance No. 16-0-30 was approved to repeal Chapter 18, Article II, titled, "Occupational             
License Business Tax" of the City of Tallahassee. 
The only stated restriction against a fortune teller prior to the elimination of the business tax                
was that the “fortune teller” could not include hypnotism in his or her practice. A hypnotist                
required a statewide-specific professional license. Statewide-specific professional licenses        
require proof of education or certification, and annual compliance with continuing education            
requirements. Counties and cities can do impose additional criteria for conducting business            
within their municipality. 
Most professional and non-professional licensees require a state license. For example, an            
accountant, a haircutter, a hotelier, a harbor pilot, a condominium manager, a construction             
contractor and many other occupations. As a lawyer, I am no longer required to renew my city                 
and county licenses to practice law, but I still must comply with the state licensing and                
continuing education and ethics course requirements. These requirements could be as           
invasive as dictating the actual wording that must ono signage; that you must have a sign; and                 
in some instances that you shall not have a sign; and so on. 
Other professionals are licensed through statewide regulatory boards. For example, medical           
doctors are licensed by the Department of Health; lawyers are licensed by the 
Florida Supreme Court. 
The intent on repealing the license requirement for sales and services rendered, was to foster               
a more business friendly environment in the city, resulting in an approximate $2,000,000 tax              
revenue reduction, but also eliminating all the costs of the city policing for compliance and the                
business owners’ cost of complying. 
The merchant also has a duty to keep accurate books and accounts of all transactions for the                 
purpose of reporting income and losses. 
 



Part Two 
Regarding details of consumer protection laws for Tallahassee, Florida, and Leon County,            
Florida, USA, there are such law and “rules and regulations,” in addition to the licensing and                
certifications touched on, above. For example, if the Tarot card reader only provides readings,              
no sales tax (or use tax) need to be collected and no sales tax license obtained. However, if in                   
addition to readings, the Tarot card reader also sells Tarot cards, T-shirts, incenses, etc., then               
sales tax authority and the duty to collect and submit sales tax reports to the state (or be                  
subject to penalties and fines). Most Tarot card readers I see locally and elsewhere read at                
metaphysical stores and events. They rely on the store owners’ licensings, while referring to              
themselves as “independent contractors.” In my opinion this is insufficient legal compliance            
(but in 2018 it will no longer matter). Other Tarot readings are offered within free standing                
buildings and homes that are well established in the traditional sense. These business offer              
Tarot reading, but are primarily palm readers. 
One little known regulation in my County is in dealing with legal herbs. If herbs are sold, 
they cannot be sold in the same room where money is exchanged. It is a Department of 
Health requirement concerned with human hands touching money and touching herbs 
at the point of sale. Tarot readers that tender cash payment need to be aware of such 
unusual restrictions in their chosen environment. 
 
Part Three 
Discussion of the basic rules of consumer protection for Tallahassee, Leon County, 
Florida, USA and how as Tarot readers, we have a responsibility to our clients in 
relation to the Law. 
Florida was known as a haven for swindlers in the past. This resulted in rather strict 
consumer protection laws, which today likewise apply to any Tarot card reader that 
actively provides a service for a fee or a commercial purpose. A large part of such laws 
are contained within Florida's Deceptive and Unfair Trade Practices Act (“FDUTPA”). 
FDUTPA is intended to "protect the consuming public and legitimate business 
enterprises from those who engage in unfair methods of competition, or 
unconscionable, deceptive, or unfair acts or practices in the conduct of any trade or 
commerce." FDUTPA applies even if the transaction involves only a single party, a 
single transaction, or a single contract. 
FDUTPA creates civil private causes of action for both declaratory and injunctive relief 
and for monetary damages “in any action brought by a person who has suffered a loss 
as a result of a violation.” Such person may recover actual damages, plus attorney's 
fees and court costs, providing the consumer’s claim for damages meets three elements: (1) a               
deceptive act or unfair practice occurred; (2) the deceptive act or unfair practice is the cause                
for the consumer’s harm; and (3) the consumer suffered actual damages. What can be              
deemed a defective trade practice may vary from consumer to consumer and from judge to               



judge. Thus, simply knowing the law is not good enough. Like Lesson 4 states, Ignorance is                
never bliss, in fact it can prove to be costly. 
The merchant, in our case the Tarot card reader, must employ common sense and ask 
him or herself if their conduct or representations can in any reasonable way be deemed 
a deceptive means or an unfair practice. An “unfair practice” is "one that 'offends 
established public policy' and one that is 'immoral, unethical, oppressive, unscrupulous 
or substantially injurious to consumers.' 
Because of the obvious subjective standard of what is unfair or deceptive, the Tarot card               
reader must give more-than-average consideration to what may be deemed offensive. When            
serving the general public this will vary based on age, life experience of the consumer, cultural                
diversity, religious beliefs, etc. The conduct complained of can be as minute as affecting just a                
single party, a single transaction, or a single contract. 
Having worked through this Lesson, I am now inclined to add a non-discrimination policy              
statement of principles to my Tarot website. I am considering the following: 
STATEMENT OF PRINCIPLES: Myzticism Tarot welcomes persons of all religious beliefs.           
While some religions suggest that Tarot card reading is taboo, other belief systems embrace              
Tarot card reading as divination and include it as a spiritual component of their practice.               
Myzticism Tarot welcomes all adults 18 years of age or older. Myzticism Tarot does not               
discriminate on the basis of race, color, religion, creed, sex, sexual orientation, gender identity,              
national origin, ancestry, age, veteran status, military service, or other protected status . 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Make Tarot your Business 
Session 5: Building Your Website 

 
Student: Billy Woods 
Email: BillyWoods@Myzticism.com 
Response submitted on January 23, 2018  
 
Task 1: I already have a website using WordPress hosted with GoDaddy, but I plan to 
delete it after building a new website, consistent with the instructions and suggestions in 
this Session 5 of Make Tarot Your Business. I started working in Wix using its ADI 
editor, then switched to Advanced Editor. After reaching the point of frustration I started 
over again in ADI. I may switch to Advanced Editor again, after the website is fully built, 
but I find it easier to create the basic layout and add Pages in ADI. My Wix website is 
currently published and visible, although incomplete. It is not so bad that I should not 
have it published while continuing to work on improving it.  
 
Currently the Page Tabs are no longer visible online. They were, but now they are gone. 
I put 20+ hours into Wix so far, and cannot reasonably justify allocating much more time 
to Wix for awhile. If I was making progress it would be worth it, but until I bring back the 
ability to be greater than a one-page website, it is not worth continuing. I got past the 
learning curve and the basic layout, but then my Page Tabs became hidden from 
published and preview views. The Pages are all there in ADI, but the ability to select a 
Page is not. My “new” one-page website can be seen at 
https://wohlsifer.wixsite.com/myzticismtarot. Really it is 17 Pages, but only one is 
visible. 
  
Task 2A; DESIGN: Please find the following five categories that spider off the “Design” 
label. Also, please find my thoughts for each category in regard to the initial format I 
chose for my new Wix website.  
 
1. Layout: Large blocks for content; large blocks for photos; no complicated drill 
downs. No slideshows or scrolling banners. Simple; brochure-like, but for email options.  
 
2. Colors: Soft tan, dulled orange, light brown, black, amber earthy tones of soil 
and sand. 
 
3. Photos: Unique, suggestively mystical, spiritual, inspiring, occult belief systems, 
Tarot card images, Tarot spreads and Oracle spread images. At least one of myself, 

mailto:BillyWoods@Myzticism.com
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i.e., the website owner. I will include all of my ITF Certificates and have already 
uploaded the Certificates I do have. I have and will also display esoteric membership 
certificates and “badges.” All image files names are or will be converted to 
nomenclature germane to Tarot and the occult sciences. I also uploaded My Home 
Tarot, which is 22 Major Arcana I created from photos taken at my home, along with a 
Mini-Book explaining the imagery of each card. The Mini-Book posted well, but the card 
photos did not. They do not fit on a “Page.” That is a work in progress. I may have to 
reduce the size of the original jpgs.  
 
4. Fonts: Easy to read. Not Times New Roman. Not a font that looks too 
business-like. Not a font that is overly Medieval (but slightly Medieval is alright). I have 
not chosen the font yet, because too much time has been and still needs to be allocated 
to other aspects that have been weighing me down. To be clear, I have a 17 Page Wix 
website in ADI and a one-page website when I publish it! For now I am working with the 
default font. The later transition to a selected font should be easy. 
 
Graphics: No live media on Pages; all graphics will be linked to another website so that 
my website is not slowed down by them. 
 
 
Task 2B; BACK END: 
 
1. Database: I may store client information for future use and future marketing, if 
pre-agreed to. I will eventually add a Privacy Policy to express that my only interest in 
obtaining user information is for ease of contact, opt-in/out mailings lists, and repeat 
readings. I have no present desire to build a database of anything else, but that may 
change over time. I do not see me adding an online store or a database of canned 
readings, but may offer an item or two for sale, such as a selected book or 
self-published writing. 
 
2. Hosting: I will leave this website hosted with Wix for no fee, for now. I have 
hosted websites consistently since 1998, from templates to FTP panel-based. So, 
working with a hosting vendor is not new to me. This website will be my personal “baby” 
and I plan to be very hands-on with it. I am not sure how I want to grow it yet. If it were 
to grow I would move it into a paid Wix hosting platform or to GoDaddy. If it were to 
become complex, I would move it to HostGator.  
 
I have two domain names appropriate for this website: https://Myzticism.com and 
https://MyzticismTarot.com. It is not my present intent to pay a premium to Wix.com to 

https://myzticism.com/
https://myzticismtarot.com/


link these domain names. For now, I can forward these URLs, with masking, from 
GoDaddy. I do not mind the Wix URL string that includes my website name after the 
Wix brand identifier. I do not mind if my website gives the image of a “small” operation; 
in fact, that may be my niche.  
 
3. CMS: Discussion on how easy my website is to manage and function? It is not 
easy. It is difficult. I realize it is a simplified ADI editor without codes, gadgets, plugins 
and add-ons. But it is proving to be difficult. After migrating back from Editor to ADI, I 
created 17 Pages. Some are complete, some have placeholders and minimal content, 
and two are noted as “Under Construction.” But all are no longer visible, except for 
offline. So, outlining a Content Management plan at my current juncture feels like a 
moot point. That said, I maintain an organized Google “G-Suite” paid proprietary cloud 
file-server filing system that I work with everyday, which can be extrapolated from for 
use with my Tarot business website. 
 
4. Editors: The top “section” of my website is gone. I know I made that point 
repeatedly above, but I do not want to continue working on the website without 
submitting a response to the Tasks laid out in Session 5. The fact that I am leaving 
Session 5 with frustration is okay. That is the beauty of website creation. It is 
cumulative. What is not finished today becomes the foundation for tomorrow. 
 
The Wix Help and Google forum articles I read so far have not solved this problem. 
Frankly, if this was not a personal project I would farm it out at this point and pay a fee 
to a third-party vendor to complete it. I will not do that because this website building is 
part of my Tarot journey and my course certification. I will not allow my cash on hand to 
remedy my frustration.  
 
5. Admin: I would add Admins if this was a profitable business website. For now, 
this website is academic and personal. That said, I have paid website developers 
substantially in business and was largely disappointed in what they did. They would not 
listen to me, which resulted in undoing and redoing content over and over. My oversight 
of those developers was wasted time. On the other hand, I have had volunteers and 
paid office staff (at a regular hourly rate) work on website development for me with great 
success. The best ever was when I was a candidate for Florida Attorney General. 
Politically motivated techies built me an awesome website with videos, daily press 
release updates, a blog, etc. These volunteers were not motivated by money, but by a 
cause. The results were far better than anything I paid for. 
 



Myzticism Tarot is my baby. I refuse to pay my way out of this current log jam. If I 
cannot bring back the Page Tab selections options, I will leave Wix and return to 
WordPress or go to another content vendor. Last year I had an employee migrate my 
wife’s website from GoDaddy/WordPress to a free Wix website. He did it all in two days 
with ease. I am currently not experiencing that level of progress, but plan to move on 
and solve it later. 
 
6. Content: For starters, I am taking content from my existing GoDaddy/WordPress 
website and retyping it into the Wix ADI editor. I am improving/modifying that content as 
I go. I am also writing new content and introducing new pix. I have some suitable 
content and photos on hand that I prepared for other applications. I plan to incorporate 
that content next. After working with what I have on hand I will turn to outside resources 
and create new content. In fact, content is the least of my concerns. Website 
functionality is my greatest obstacle at this juncture. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 
 

Make Tarot your Business 
Session 6: What Makes an Effective, Functioning Website 

 
Student: Billy Woods 
Email: BillyWoods@Myzticism.com 
Response submitted on March 30, 2018 
 
Task 1: 
Firstly, find 2 websites that are Tarot or esoteric related then compare and evaluate 
them considering the following points (Items 1-6). 
 
RESPONSE: Since the question includes “esoteric related” I am going to include two             
websites that I happened to compare with (fading) interest regarding the Hermetic Order             
of The Golden Dawn. I discovered that the owners of these two websites have a               
long-standing feud over who is the real Golden Dawn lineage and who is entitled to use                
of the related trademarks. Being a trademark attorney with an interest in esoteric             
studies to expand my understanding and relationship with the Tarot, I went so far as to                
read the legal proceedings that transpired between these two entities. This month-long            
probe of inquiry provides a basis for website comparisons relevant to this Session 6. In               
fact, I obtained more information or personal conclusions than may be necessary to             
complete the task at hand, so I will focus on the questions presented: 
 
1. Is the website appealing? Yes, both are appealing. 
 
2. How quickly does the website download? Both download quickly. This is not an 
issue. 
 
3. Is it stated clearly what the website is all about? Site A, yes, but Site B, no. Site A 
is thoroughly complete and then some. This website proprietor includes an absolute ton 
of redundant information. It appears as a sales technique, but I think it works for them. 
Whereas Site B is cryptic and inconclusive about most everything. I eventually 
determined that this entity’s website may have been abandoned around 2014. This 
determination is based upon the past-dated references to its claims of copyright (ending 
in 2012 and 2014) and the fact that nothing is offered for purchase or study (although I 
did not follow every link to their ultimate conclusion). Further research indicates that the 
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website may not abandoned, but is not an important part of the entities operations any 
longer. Whereas site A appears highly reliant on its website, and on YouTube videos, 
constant contact emails, etc. 
 
4. How easy is it for you find what you are looking for? 
Again, Site A is voluminous, yet easy to follow. It is easy to find what you are looking 
for, but the volume of information will definitely slow you down. I cannot criticize them 
for this. (Although a certain “arrogance” jumps off its pages.) On Site B I cannot find 
what I am looking for, but I believe that is because it is not there. The site appears to be 
live and active and old and abandoned at the same time. I have gone back to it several 
times over several weeks, but am still in doubt about its present mission. Its past 
mission can be found in Wikipedia, etc., but the website does not unfold its present 
mission. Perhaps that is part of its esoteric nature? 
 
5. How user friendly is the website? This response is the same as Question 4 
above, but to add that Site A is extremely user friendly and Site B is extremely cryptic, 
while they both claim to be the true lineage of the Hermetic Order of the Golden Dawn 
was founded in 1888. As suggested in my opening remarks, I think it is the charisma of 
Site A’s principals and the elderly status of Site B’s principals that causes the difference. 
 
6. Which website held your attention the longest? Site A held my attention the 
longest, because it contains a plethora of information, much of which I do not care to 
read about but had to wade through. I guess holding one’s attention is a Catch-22 
between a continuous feed of information and the risk of becoming boring.  
 
Task 2: 
1. Type in a general Google search for Tarot readings, do you see your website on 
the first 2 or 3 pages? 
No, I do not. And I tried a variety of search terms relevant to my business name and 
locale.  
 
2. Please make a note of what, at this point you feel would improve your search 
rankings.  
I need to tweak my Keywords, image file names, page titles, meta-tags and content to 
drive home a theme of consistent messaging and brand identifiers. I believe there is 
room for much improvement that I have not done yet. At present, I believe I know of and 
have been additionally provided with the course, useful techniques for improving SEO. 
Available time is my most immediate challenge. If this was not a personal project I 
would outsource the tasks at hand as I would in my day-to-day occupation. But 



continued development of  https://MyzticismTarot.com is highly personal and is not 
motivated by pecuniary incentives. So, it will take time; my time. That said, albeit it a 
beginner’s website, it sure feels great to show it to someone and say, “See. That’s 
mine.” 
3. Do you notice anything in particular about the websites that featured higher on 
the search. 
Great question! The thing the prime search results had in common was the use of the 
word “psychic.” I do not use this word (“psychic”) on my website nor in my Keywords, 
but will add it going forward. I had “psychic” in my old website, but replaced it with 
“intuitive” so as not to confuse Tarot reading with mediumship. In hindsight that was not 
a good idea, so I am going to include psychic in my content and Keywords. Here is a 
brief but good   article on the difference between psychic and medium, which I may look 
to when drafting additional content. 
http://www.tlc.com/tv-shows/long-island-medium/about-the-show/mediums-vs-psychics-i
s-there-a-difference/ 
 
Other things I noticed about the websites that featured higher on the search on my 
search results is that about one-half of the prime search results are directories of 
different sorts that do not take you to the Tarot reader’s website, but to their directory; 
and where you go from there depends on the searcher’s instinct and attractions to 
varied links. These directories are sometimes paid for and some are simply all-inclusive, 
whether the website proprietor wants to be included in them or not. I know from past 
experience that it is prudent to get listed with these directories and to be sure they have 
accurate information. These directories are not going away, so one should make use of 
them. 
 
Task 3: 
1. Evaluate your own website and discuss anything that you would change or that 
you would apply to your own website ( if you do not have one yet).  
 
My website needs more work. Content is time-intensive task. I do not mind the work, but 
it has been hard lately to make the time. I am not sure what my website will look like 
when it is finally done, but I do think it will be more than simply offering Tarot readings 
as it is currently positioned to do. I am gravitating toward Tarot as a manner of 
self-exploration rather than “fortune-telling” or readings done largely out of curiosity.  
 
I know I need to improve the Keywords, Page Titles, images and content. Frankly, much 
of what I have now I consider “place holders.” As you may recall, I had a starter 
WordPress website before I began this Make Tarot Your Business  course. I deleted 
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that website in its entirety and started the Wix site anew. I believe I know what needs to 
be done to improve my SEO and make my website more competitive. First, I want to 
clean up what is already there and complete incomplete pages I started. But I am not 
quite ready to go beyond that, until I hone or refine my message and service offerings.  
 2. Also, if you have made any amendments to your own website based on your 
learning or findings, please discuss. 
Yes and no.  
 
No, because I simply need more time to develop the website using available knowledge 
and plans. I have targeted goals, but have not executed them. In my other line of work I 
outsource and assign in-house assistance to website projects. But when it comes to 
Tarot, I insist on doing this myself, which is a cause for delay. That said, I do have a 
new Wix website that is not corrupted (as my WordPress website tended to be). The 
Wix website can be continuously built with relative ease. Having a Wix website is less 
stressful than maintaining a WordPress website. (Thanks to ITF!)  For example, often 
times when I update a plug-in, things stop working.  
 
Yes, because I want to list my website and myself in the Tarot and “psychic” directories 
that are so prominent. I will do so after my website is further improved upon. 

  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 

Make Tarot your Business 
Session 7: Developing a Facebook Presence 

 
Student: Billy Woods 
Email: BillyWoods@Myzticism.com 
Response submitted on April 11, 2018 
 
Task 1: Critically Comparing Facebook Business Pages 
Compare 2 individual Tarot pages on Facebook, evaluating each one 
and then comparing. You can choose 2 that you know of or you can 
use the two Tarot pages that I have suggested below, please click on 
each to be directed to the Page. 
 
I compared the suggested FB Pages: 1) Simply Tarot 
https://www.facebook.com/simplytarotweb/?ref=br_rs 
And 
2) Tarot Readings Online 
https://www.facebook.com/tarotreadingsonline/ 
 

Please consider the following points within your evaluation: 
1. How regular is the activity on the Page and what is the nature of the 
activity- blog links, images etc? 
 
Simply Tarot has regular activity, including card of the day. There is a recent blog entry about 
being nervous with a first reading. It was more than two weeks old and stated that it was the first 
blog “in a wee while.” (It is difficult to keep blogs current, unless blogging is one’s primary 
activity.) The Page is not overcrowded with excessive posts.  

 
Tarot Readings Online maintains a card of the day daily reading, and a monthly 3-card 
reading. The Events tab shows one event from 2016. The Offers tab showed nothing, but for a 
statement of watch for future offers. The Videos tab shows one short video for 2018, the rest of 
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the videos were from 2017. The Groups Tab shows only 2 members. There is a link to a blog via 
the website. The blog appeared to have good articles and artwork. I note that the website reads 
above each page, “New Website.” So, there were obviously updates and revisions to this 
website. Hopefully she will update the FB Page next. (Note: I am in no position to criticise as a 
FB Page Admin, because these pages under review are far superior to mine. With all due 
respect I express these comments merely as a student making observations.) 
 

2. Is the Page interactive with Facebook members? 
 
Simply Tarot is interactive in that the host is definitely communicating with her viewers. It does 
not appear to be super interactive like ITF is, with one, two or three cards posts and very tricky 
questions that make the reader ponder card interpretations and comparisons. It does have a 
Tarotscope where the viewer can pick one card per day for which a computer generated reading 
appears. She writes elsewhere that Card of the Day is their most popular page and that it is 
“interactive.” I tried it. It did not feel interactive to me. The only input I had was to select a card 
with my mouse. I did not understand this card. The cardn’s name was “Judgement” but 
contained no numbering. It did not look like and Judgement XX card I have seen thus far. Also, I 
did not recognize the deck’s (minimal) artwork. Elsewhere, the host states that she is the only 
person in the world that does not like RWS. Here is the image:  

 

 
 
Tarot Readings Online presents very little user interaction. The host says she has been 
reading tarot over 30 years and invites the viewers to a personal reading with a 48-hour 
response via email. 
 
3. Is the Page established and popular-eg: are the many 'Likes'. 



Viewing Simply Tarot over the past month, its posts’ Likes range from 0 to 30. On average, I 
would estimate Likes are below 8. Comments are also sparse. There is nothing wrong with this 
level of activity, as it may generate as much activity and and as much maintenance as the host 
desires. When I ran for public office relying heavily on FB, Likes were critical. Some politicians 
even purchase Likes from China and India (or so I am told). 
 
I think this FB page is popular, because its website offers so many things. It also shows a 
window asking for contact info to “Become part of our Magickal Community today.” This window 
also prompts the viewer that “For daily interactions with our Magickal Community head over to 
our Facebook group.” This interactions have all the ingredients for generating popularity. So, I 
make the assumption that it is popular, but with some caution, because viewer interactions are 
not very visible.  
 
Viewing Tarot Readings Online Very few likes; about 3 Likes per post, on average, for the daily 
card reading posts In the search result for this FB Page states over 1K Likes. The high number 
of Likes at large and the very low number of Likes on posts suggests to me that this FB Page 
attracts viewers, but does not retain their interest. 
  
 

4. Is there a link to a website and if so, is the image of the website 
similar to the image of the Page? 
 
Simply Tarot has a link to a website. The website’s image is so much like its FB that I got lost 
following clicks and did not even realize I left her FB Page. What occurred was that I clicked on 
a casual post not expecting to leave FB, but it put me onto her website unexpectedly. It is a very 
nice website, with lots of content and three-card readings that explain the Zodiac 12 horoscope 
signs (for example). This caught my attention right away. The website’s branding is spot on with 
Simply Tarot’s FB Page. 
 
Tarot Readings Online has a link to a website. The website is consistent with the FB Page only 
in that the same hooded, cloaked image of a woman is prominent. But the rest of the imagery is 
something new. Also, there are Pagan life references that did not appear on the FB Page. Tarot 
Readings Online’s website is much more informative than its FB Page. Also, it is not as “dark.” If 
I had started my research at her website rather than on FB, I would probably have a more 
positive impression of Tarot Readings Online’s messaging.  
 

5. How does the business itself project itself, is it purely business that 
is offering services and obviously done or is it subtle in nature? 
 
Simply Tarot’s posts are subtle in nature. It reads between the lines as a story of the 
day-to-day activity of the host. It is more informational than just service offerings. Readings are 
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offered for a fee and items are offered for sale. Below the Free Reading there is a promotion for 
the sale of tarot cards, online online readings, and promotion of instructional Tarot reading 
lessons. There is also a link to a gift shop called Magical Quest, which offers “34 products.” 
Readings are offered for a fee, including a 9-Card Past, Present, Future reading; a 3-card; and 
the Celtic Cross reading.  
 
The Page has a personal touch, but is also very professional and business-like. There is a 
complete sitemap available and lots of card meaning explanations to view. It quickly informs 
viewers that it does not use computer generated readings. Her “Our Story” FB Page includes 
the word personalized, and reads as follows: “Tarot Readings Online is a personalised reading 
service that is not computer generated but read personally by me once you have chosen your 
tarot cards with my online tarot.” 
 
I have mixed feelings about the ease of transition from website to FB Page to the Magical Quest 
gift shop; all without realizing I was being so intentionally navigated. Introductory statements 
would make me feel more like a consumer than a blind follower. But from a flow of information 
prospective it is done perfectly. 
 
Tarot Readings Online’s About Tab speaks of personalised readings and states: “Online tarot 
readings sent by email. Personalised, in depth not computer generated.” This statement is 
consistent with the business’ name. It then provides a link to her website where readings can be 
purchased. has a link to a “Personal Website.” I clicked it to find out more about the person 
behind the FB Page. (The next scenario is funny.) It appeared that the link was not established. 
So, instead, FB, or some other search engine, used the words “personal” and “website” as 
search terms. The results were personal ads, as in opportunities for prurient activity. (She needs 
to fix this. lol) This Page projects a business purpose, but emanates more about the person 
behind the Page than the business. The website speaks otherwise. 
 

6. Discuss which 'Business' appears to be successful and how do you 
measure this opinion? 
 
Simply Tarot appears to be successful. I say that based on the high quality of its website. Also, 
the establishment of a “Magickal Community” for daily interactions with the organizers and a 
“Newsletter” are big pluses. I think there is limited success because the blog is only written on 
once per month and my cursory research did not indicate any viewer comments to the recent 
blog posts. Also, I opted for a free 3-card readings, which took me to a website called Tarot 
Prophet. At the conclusion of the questioning and card selection I received a message from 
“Sophia” to sit back and watch my email for a reading over the next couple of days. This was fun 
and not highly intrusive so, I think it adds to this FB Page’s website’s success. 
 



Tarot Readings Online  does not strike me as successful business. I say this because of the 
low level of activity, minimal user interaction, and so few Likes per post. However, the “New 
Website” is quite good.  
 
 

7. Please discuss any further observations that you make. 
 
Regarding Simply Tarot, at the top of the Home page is a banner for astrology readings 
through www.AstrologyAce.com. It may be part of the revenue model on her FB page, as either 
someone is paying her to run the banner or she is getting a commision on clicks. I tried it. It was 
why too invasive for a first contact. It asked for name, date of birth, hour of birth, etc. Okay, not 
too bad, but then country of birth, city of birth; I stopped there. I felt like I was disclosing too 
much confidential information without any idea of what the linked website was even offering. I 
was turned off by that experience.  

 
Regarding Tarot Readings Online, my initial “gut feeling” was a turn off, because of the photo 
image of the witch or FB proprietor in the upper left. She simply does not appear to be happy. I 
like the cloak-and-hood look, but her unhappiness or ill-conceived attitude expressed was a turn 
off. I like the variety of tarot decks shown. Some interesting ones, indeed.  

________________________________________________________ 
 
Task 2: Planning Ahead for Success 
Plan and prepare a month long period of activity for your own Page. 
Considering how you can engage those who 'Like' your page and 
encourage more people to visit and 'Like' your Page. 
 
My FB Page is a work in progress. As mentioned earlier, if it were my prime business activity I 
would not make it public until complete. But since I am not yet accepting any readings via the 
FB Page or my website, but I am comfortable enough to publish it in its current incomplete 
phase. 
 
Things I can do over then next month to engage those who “Like” my page to encourage more 
people to visit and “Like” my Page include: 

1.  Complete the To Do list entered in Task 3 below. This is of the utmost importance, 
because I do not feel ready for people to view my Page.  

2. That said, it is up to 53 Likes, without inviting a single viewer.  
3. I think they find my Page when I apply to join a FB group. That is, the group’s admins 

look at my FB Timeline to see what I am “about”. There they find a link to my 



https://MyzstismTarot.com Wix website and my people checking me out for 
non-promotional reasons tend to click and Like when they arrive there.  

4. I do not think they are reading it through, but simply Like it to be kind or to show 
affiliation of like-mindedness.  

5. I base these assumptions on the fact that I receive notifications from FB when someone 
Likes my page. These notifications usually align with my request to join an esoteric FB 
Group. 

____________________________________________________ 
 

Task 3: Developing my Facebook Presence 
If you have not already done so, please create your Business 
Facebook Page. You may wish to write a 'must do' list so that you do 
not forget to add the features that you would like on your Page. If you 
already have a page, then please make notes on how you could 
improve it. 
 
1.  
2. My “Must Do” Facebook Development List: 

1. You are so right that choosing an appropriate business category is a bit difficult on 
Facebook. I reached the same conclusion that this Lesson so well states. Facebook has 
not really taken into consideration divination, masonry, Hermeticism, or Tarot reading as 
categorical disciplines. I personally disfavor “fortune-telling.” The closest I found was 
“Astrologist and Psychic,” but that does not truly reflect my ambitions. In fact, Astrology 
is my weakest discipline. 

2.  My “Must Do” Facebook Development List begins with changing my Business Category 
from Astrology to next best option; uncertain at present. 

3. Next, I need to complete the look and feel of the FB Page. 
4. Then, transform FB Page (to the extent that I can control colors, etc.) to reflect the look 

and feel of my website. Currently, the only commonality is my photo and my triple 
pentagram logo.  

5. Work FB Page to reflect the same categories of interest that appear on my website. In 
other words, create tabs that have the same title as the tabs on the website and replicate 
the same or similar look and feel content, within the limitations of the FB platform.  

6. Closely examine the following FB tabs, “About,” “Services, 
 “Photos,” “Videos,” “Posts,” “Community,” “Events,”  to confirm that each tab is updated 
to accurately reflect my present intentions and to confirm that the content of each tab 
corresponds to substantially similar statements made on my website.  

7. Prior to completing the above-stated tasks, first I must simultaneously complete my 
website, which, although has a nice look and feel, still has links that are dead-ends and 
does not yet fully represent my targeted place in the esoteric community. So, 
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coordinating FB with website likewise requires a more-completed website than my 
current one. That said, this course has compelled me to make both better than they ever 
where. These tasks will be completed in due course. 

8. Once complete, I can invite my Friends to Like my Myzticism Tarot FB Page. My 
personal timeline hs 1,450 Friends. My (decrepit) SwisscoinUSA FB Page has 2,808 
Likes that I can reach out to. I need to repair or reinvent my SwisscoinUSA FB Page (as 
it is currently irrelevant) so that I can utilize access to these nearly 3,000 Likes and my 
persona 1,450 Friends .  

9. Once my MyzticismTarot.com Wix website is polished and the SwisscoinUSA FB Page 
is made relevant again, I can tap into those followings by posting and PMing requests to 
Like my Myzticism Tarot FB Page.  

10. I have a lot to work with, but much of it is tainted by past endeavors. My overall ambition 
is still in “transition.” Transition from what SwisscoinUSA and what my prior WordPress 
Tarot website had offered, into something approaching the smoothness of Simply Tarot’s 
FB Page and website. I say approaching, because I do not desire that level of perfection, 
but it serves as a great model to aspire toward. 

11. Finally, I need to define what my FB Page will look like when it is finally done. I know 
from working with business plans that with a definition of finality the developers not only 
have a clear trajectory, but also know what the Page will look like when it is done. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 
 

Make Tarot your Business 
Session 8: Secrets to Success 

 
Student: Billy Woods 
Email: BillyWoods@Myzticism.com 
Response submitted to Lara at tarotfoundation@gmail.com on June 20, 2018, via           
Google Drive File Sharing. 
 
Task 1:  Customer Data Legalities and Practise 
Collecting Customer Data: Research options. 
 
One option to store customer information and data for the purpose of future promotions,              
newsletters, reading offerings and special purchase payments options is through the           
use of Mailchimp, Constant Contact and similar apps. As one adds their customers’             
contact information and profile info into Mailchimp, Constant Contact, or a similar app,             
the app simultaneously creates a database for future mass emailings. That said, I have              
found Mailchimp to be a bit uncooperative and Constant Contact to be expensive.  
 
There are many apps specifically tailored for this purpose, such as Zoho CRM. Zoho              
CRM’s tagline is “Get more leads, track your pipeline, and close more deals faster.”              
Another CRM is Quickbase Database software, which works like an Excel spreadsheet.            
Likewise, Excel can be easily used to create a client contact/profile database.            
Essentially, these apps to a large degree automate (macro) what Microsoft Excel can be              
formulated to do. Some people prefer to stick with Excel to maintain ultimate control of               
the format and data 
 
My prefered Contacts Folders are currently Google Suites and Outlook. Rather than rely             
on a CRM (Customer Relationship Management) app, I typically create my own            
database of customer profiles and contact information by creating a distribution list in             
Outlook or Gmail. In some instances, like with Waveapps (discussed further below)            
when you invoice or otherwise receive money from querents, the payment processing            
app itself creates a customer database. 
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There are free database software apps available such as MariaDB, Firebird, and            
MongoDB. If my Tarot Reader website www.myzticismtarot.com, builds up volume, I           
may look closer at the free apps. Until then I plan to just keep working with an email                  
platform distribution list.  
 
As for the legal implications of client data retention, protecting client information is first              
and foremost. Retention of clients’ personal information requires a common sense           
approach. When information is gathered on individuals, the data warehouser assumes           
an elevated standard of his or her duty of care. Moreover, a higher likelihood of the data                 
being compromised comes into play, which could cause harm to unsuspecting people 
 
Personal data retention and sharing should be done in a manner consistent with the              
Privacy Policy posted on any particular website. These consideration should be in place             
for the querent’s personal information shared in the course of a reading or transaction.              
Likewise, the same level of integrity strictly applies to raw data, such as name and               
contact information. 
 
Because of this exercise (thank you, ITF) I added a very brief Privacy Policy to my Tarot                 
Reader website, www.myzticismtarot.com. I also inserted a link to my Privacy Policy in             
the footer, so it is available on each and every Page. My Privacy Policy can be found                 
here: https://wohlsifer.wixsite.com/myzticismtarot/tarotspreads. (Be sure to scroll all       
the way down to the bottom of the page for an added Fun View!) 
________________________________________________________ 
 
Task 2: Taking Payments 
Taking Payments: Research and evaluate payment options. 
I have personal experience in my primary occupation with online payment options            
outside of the Tarot community, having hosted online access to Stripe, PayPal (with             
service fee added), PayPal (without service fee added), Bitpay, Bitcoin, LawPay,           
American Express, Square and Waveapps.com, for direct pay and for Trust Account            
payments subject to escrow agreements. Stripe had worked excellently for me. I used             
Stripe for 3+ years. I never had a chargeback or any other issue whatsoever. Yet, they                
dropped me. Stripe dropped me because part of my law practice includes debt             
collection. Stripe considered that a high risk area of law practice and thereupon closed              
my account (with notice). This occurred at the time JPMorgan/Chase was in the process              
of acquiring Stripe. I share this information because it indicates to me that Stripe              
executives my one day consider Tarot Reading to be fortune telling or taboo and              
discontinue service.  
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I like PayPal. I never had a problem with PayPal. However, I surprisingly learned that               
some people are reluctant to use PayPal, under a suspicion that PayPal compromises             
one’s financial profile. Personally, I am very confident in PayPal security measures, but             
since a significant body of consumers are not, I learned that additional options should              
be made available; PayPal alone is not sufficient. 
 
Some money transfer services work well, but are not available in the United States. For               
example, OkPay.  
 
I found Waveapps.com to be very good for a free app. Like PayPal, their service               
processing fee charged to the merchant is about 3% per transaction. Like PayPal,             
Waveapps will create and send invoices that include a payment link. Waveapps is easy              
to set up and can be tied to your bank account for automatic updating checking account                
ledgers. Waveapps.com also includes options for free accounting software comparable          
to Quicken, that generates useful reports and periodic statements.  
 
Waveapps’ revenue model is based on offering free accounting software with the            
anticipation that its users will eventually use Waveapps to process their credit card             
transactions. That is sound marketing in my opinion. The only reason I am not still using                
Waveapps is because I (as an attorney) have one client that requires LEDES billing.              
(LEDES billing is electronic invoicing unique to the legal community, modeled after the             
manner that health care billing is done in the USA.) For that one client I changed my                 
billing software to something other than Waveapps.com. (It is my best client.) 
 
Each service I am speaking from experience is with law practice or political fundraising.              
I have yet to charge for a Tarot reading, but when I do begin to accept payment I will                   
probably process the payments through Wix to reciprocate their providing of a free             
website. 
________________________________________________________ 
 
Task 3: Unique Selling Point Example 
Design your own signature Tarot spread. 

● Spread Name: The Myztical Success Spread. 

● Match your brand colours: The letters are a complementary black; the           
Canvas is akin to the auburn/clay color on my website footer; the card templates              
are of a tone that goes well within the body of my website.  



● Number of Cards: Four. 

● Area of Focus: Magic and Material Success. 

● Copyright: © 2018 Myzticism Tarot. 
The 4-Card Myztical Success Spread can be found on my website at            
https://wohlsifer.wixsite.com/myzticismtarot/myzticalsuccess 
 
Card No. 1: The Idea 
Card No. 2: Spiritual Guidance 
Card No. 3: The Work Ahead 
Card No. 4: Long Range Outcome 
 
The Myztical Success Spread, by Myzticism Tarot, is for anyone considering a start-up             
business venture, purchasing a business, beginning new projects with long term goals,            
expanding their entrepreneurship or just having a general drive to establish financial            
success through innovation and hard work. Using PicMonkey, I created the following            
four-card Tarot spread: 
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Make Tarot your Business 
Session 10: Developing Business Goals  

 
Student: Billy Woods 
Email: MyzticPath@gmail.com 
Submitted: October 4, 2018 
 
Sent to: Lara Houston `at tarotfoundation@gmail.com 
 
Task 1: My Business Long-term Goal. 
 
My long-term goal is that Myzticism Tarot becomes known as a reliable source for              
Qabalistic Tarot Readings and Occult Studies. My long-term goal also includes           
emphasis on my status as a retired attorney-reader, under the assumption that            
people will recognize that Attorneys, like Tarot readers, are counselors. An           
additional long-term goal is to draft and publish learned articles on topics of             
interest to the Tarot and occult community. Such publications attract attention           
and warrant recognition. I mention it here as a long-term goal, because I do not               
foresee sufficient available time in the near future to undertake such serious            
writing tasks. 
  
SMART.  
S. Is my long-term goal specific? 
Yes and no. Stating that Tarot readings will include reference to drawn cards placement              
on the Tree of Life is specific. “Occult Studies” is specific in that it removes itself from                 
the world of non-esoteric mysteries, but is vague in that it does not shed light on what                 
aspects of Occult Studies are within in my long-term goal. 
 
M. Is it measurable? 
My website activity can be measured by inquiries and requests for information, pricing             
or readings. My business Facebook activity is set to send me by FB via weekly               
notifications showing who and how many Likes my FB page received.  
 
A. Is my goal achievable? 
Yes, it is achievable. Same and similar goals have been achieved by many others. In               
fact, that is what causes me apprehension, i.e., the concern that my long-term goal is               
not unique enough. However, I know better than to let that apprehension slow me down.               
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I am confident that if I continuously strive on my current path, the path itself will reveal                 
the uniqueness I sense my current business model is lacking.  
 
At present I am more focussed on improving my knowledge base and reading skills than               
I am at attracting people to my website. However, I must say that this Make Tarot your                 
Business course keeps pulling me back to my website for evaluation and improvement.             
Prior to taking this course my website was weak. Since then I switched to Wix and                
rebuilt the whole platform. There is much room for improvement, but the foundation is              
now solid.  
 
R. Is it relevant? 
Yes. My long-term goals are highly relevant to my business plan and personal life              
desires.. 
 
T. Is it time bound? 
“Time bound” makes me think of planned obsolescence, but without the intentional plan             
to become obsolete. “Planned obsolescence” refers to a designer or manufacturer           
marketing a product that they know will become surpassed in the short-term, resulting in              
the need for consumers to make a subsequent purchase for an improved version of the               
same product. My analogy of time bound to planned obsolescence is to evaluate             
whether my long-term goal will become obsolete or overly saturated before I reach it? I               
am concerned that will.  
 
My concern is not that Tarot reading or Qabalistic analysis will become obsolete --              
surely these arts date back centuries -- but that there is no real need for another online                 
reader absent something unique or unusually skillful about the platform the new reader             
offers. This is why I include the catch-all of “Occult Studies” in my long-term goal, as an                 
aspect that will distinguish my service offerings from other Tarot reading websites. 
 
Evaluation: Am I satisfied with my long-term goal or do I need to change it?  
 
I am not fully satisfied with my long-term goal. I have a sense of what I want to express                   
long-term, but cannot quite envision it. There is a sizable aspect of my long-term goal,               
about ⅓ of it, that feels empty. I believe certain goods or services will fill that ⅓ gap, but                   
I cannot yet grasp what they should or may be. 
_____________________________________________________________________ 
 
Task 2: My Business Short-term Goals. 
 



The following summation describes five short-term goals that will work toward           
achieving my longer term goals and my explanation as to why I have chosen              
these short-term goals as a means to the end. 
 

1. DAILY: Study, study, study. Practice, practice, practice. Meditate, meditate,         
meditate. Never stop improving my skills in Tarot and occult studies. In the last 4               
years I have only begun to tap into the great mysteries. Just because I have a                
website and some certificates does not mean I have honed my skills. It only              
means that I now realize how much in the universe of occult studies there is that I                 
do not know. For example, I need to increase my knowledge of astrology, which I               
am working on. I am committed to learn the Hebrew alphabet and each letters’              
numerical value to better understand my readings and to better invoice the God             
names (particularly when using cards with Hebrew letters in the imagery). A            
business is only as good as its weakest link. The weakest link in my business is                
me. I must strengthen that link through daily study, practice and mediation. 
 

2. DAILY, OR AS OTHERWISE MAY OCCUR: Keep a journal of feedback and            
accomplishments when available. Make note of what inspiration or         
transformation my Tarot readings may have brought about to a seeker. Note any             
negative feedback. Note the absence of feedback, under the assumption that the            
querent was not inspired enough by the reading to comment on the reading nor              
on a subsequent related event. My short-term goal is to maintain diary entries to              
identify strong points and weak attributes of my service offerings and my            
business model. For example, I may notice that relationship readings generally           
go well, while career readings tend to confuse the seeker. If so, mark it in the                
journal. Try different approaches and mark those results in the journal. As the             
journal accumulates (and it has) I can revisit it over time to reflect on progress. In                
fact, it becomes a confident builder because sometimes when I look back at what              
was once exciting and new, in hindsight it looks elementary. 
 

3. WEEKLY: Improve my Tarot business’ website a little bit at a time in measurable              
increments, being patiently mindful that the ultimate website I envision is not            
going to evolve overnight. There is much room for improvement but it will have to               
happen in increments. That is where short-term goals come in. For example, I             
can target one week during which all I will work on is the Home Page. The next                 
week, just the Tarot Spreads Page. The next week just the Fees Page, and so               
on. The good thing about website work is that it is cumulative. Every little bit adds                
to the end product. 
  



4. MONTHLY: Conduct periodic research on a recurring short-term basis, e.g.,          
once per month into the online community of Tarot readers. Know the            
competition for the sake of evaluating what works for others and what does not.              
What is appealing and what is a turn-off? What are others charging and what              
clientele are their pricing structures attracting? 
  

5. MONTHLY: Set a goal to visit a local (or distant) in-person Tarot reading              
business. Experience their business premises. Experience their reading skills.         
Learn about their pricing models. Introduce myself to expand my regional           
network reach. Also, these experiences will assist me at considering whether to            
establish an in-person location for readings. I sense that I may enjoy that more              
than online reading and occasional readings at local events. 

_____________________________________________________________________ 
 
Task 3: Success Strategies. 
 
Five strategies that will help me work toward achieving my long-term goal include             
the following: 
 

1. Draft a Business Plan. I have a minimal business plan but it is lacking specificity.               
It is too general. I wrote it at at time when I had less insight into how to market a                    
Tarot-related business, i.e., before taking this Make Tarot your Business course.           
Additionally, draft a Marketing Plan that includes a willingness to invest some            
money. More often than not, a business has to spend money to make money.  
 

2. Keep my business objectives narrow and focussed. Being a jack of all trades and              
master of none is an approach destined for failure. Even narrowing down to 3 or               
4 salient attributes may be 2 or 3 too many. Less is more when it comes to                 
explaining who you are, what you do, and why you are more desirable than your               
competition. This is particularly so in an online community that is becoming more             
saturated everyday. 
 

3. Develop a really good website. This is important and achievable. I may not be a               
great reader or a great business person, but there is no reason I cannot build an                
impressive website. With patience and perseverance it will evolve over time. This            
must remain a consistent high-priority objective. 
 

4. Register as a legal business entity. Working as a FB page or a n unregistered               
trade name with nothing more than claiming to be an ongoing business -- in              



name only -- is not the same as registering with the city for a business license,                
obtaining proper government business identification, reporting income and        
expenses for tax purposes and being listed in recognized directories alongside           
other (so-called) legitimate business operations. A legally organized business         
compels the owner to maintain minimum operating standards and projects          
credibility in the eyes of potential clientele. 
 

5. Network and establish relationships with related businesses and members of the           
Tarot and occult community. 

________________________________________________________________ 
 
N.B. Thank you, thank you, thank you. This course and the prior six have been a                
life-changing undertaking for me. I will forever be grateful for your calm and             
reasoned approach to teaching newbies to read Tarot. The journey has taken me             
to areas of study that I longed to reach, but had never before found the right point                 
of entry. 
 
Brightest blessings, 
Billy Wohlsifer a/k/a Billy Woods 
 
Billy, I am truly touched, truly, you have been and continue to be a pleasure to 
work with.  
You are the only student so far to actually complete this ‘Business Course’, I am 
so pleased to see that you have done so but I knew that you would. 
I have not started your certificates as yet so I will add your name to them as 
requested. 
I am looking forward to taking a close look at your readings and preparing your 
file. 
You are really a very good reader, don’t ever think that you are not and you will 
offer a unique service. 
 
Blessings 
Lara 
 


